Saber Spirit Club
Monday, November 18, 2013
FHS Library, 6:30 pm
Minutes
Attendees: Krissy Rathkamp, Sue Koloske, Katie Rehm, Juli Stefanczyk, Mary Burns,
Cathy Adamczyk, Jan Coenen, Karla White, Rochelle Teska, Lisa Hansing
Review of Minutes
Review of Treasurer's Report
-SSC rolled over $5K from last year
-Discuss Scrip orders and promotions
-Discuss how much SSC should contribute towards indoor concession invoice
-Secure 501C expense
Sue K. suggested promoting Scrip sales on weekly blog e-mail. All agreed we should
work on promotion of the concept. Purchase extra cards and have on hand in Den. Put
fliers in teacher's mailboxes and Jan will e-mail staff. Cards suggested we keep on
hand: Walgreens, Panera, Taco Bell, Subway, Cousins, Starbucks, iTunes.
Den will be open starting Nov 20th. Volunteers still needed to man sales. Juli and Sue
will bring Den to library on Wed, 11/20 (4:30-7:30), to sell signs, apparel and stadium
seats, during basketball game.
Briefly discussed staff appreciation lunch on the 24th. Lisa Pelkey is coordinating. Goal
is to include teachers/staff and custodians (including 2nd shift) all at the same time.
Calendar raffle sales were 921. Mary suggested possibly using $1000-$1250 of
calendar money for the hot cocoa machine contribution. - need to run by Sara first.
Should be able to give out $12,500 in grants this year.
Discussed what is fair for SSC to contribute towards the $17K invoice for indoor
concessions. Need itemized bill from Mark Cloutier. Suggested we aim for $1650$2500 as our contribution goal, with the possibility for more if we have extra funds at the
end of the school year.
Prom is next big order of business. PPC (prom preview comm): Jan, Cathy and
Meghan Bartels. Mary would like to be included in decorating portion. Theme for 2014
is Roaring '20s. Prom Preview was moved later this year, due to other HS activities.
Will now be 3/11or 3/12 (rehearsal night on the 11th). PPC will meet with students the
last week of December, planning what to use for preview and coordinating the show.
Will also brainstorm on which vendors to work with (Deb's and Legacy were
recommended), and what we will need from each. Juli suggested getting vendors into
the HS in February.
Big Prom meeting is scheduled for week of 1/6 at Cathy A's house (6:30 pm) - Juli to
send out reminder notice to SSC membership.

